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this book contains 100 of the most beautiful and famous paintings by vincent van gogh numerous letters
quotes and sketches a short and entertaining biography a personal letter to vincent vincent van gogh who
was he really so much has been said about one of the greatest artists in world history vincent van gogh in
part quite different views regarding his person have been represented by various historians who have even often
completely contradicted each other but who was vincent really what kind of person was he what kind of
dreams and visions did he have what were his fears and his worries how did he see the world he painted what kind
of painting techniques did he prefer how did he relate to other painters and styles what did he want to express
through his paintings the answers to these questions are provided by his letters which are considered a
masterpiece of art literature quotes and the paintings he left us these are his words and deeds which reflect his
true nature and give us a glimpse into his inner life in this book 100 of his most beautiful and famous paintings
have been printed along with his numerous quotes letters and sketches which should allow the reader to get
to know vincent personally and form his own opinion about him and his art a short and entertaining biography
focusing on the investigation of the scandalous and controversial incident in which vincent lost a part of his
ear as well as on the investigation of the mysterious circumstances of his death about which new findings have
been made in each case is also included in the book about simon mayer simon mayer is an author art and
literature researcher and independent journalist he studied history and law his goal is to make classical
literature and art more attractive and bring them closer to people a parallel look at hockney and van gogh s
love of nature as expressed in their landscape paintings through this little book that brings together the most
beautiful works of vincent van gogh join the incredible journey through his works and quotations ideal for a
gift or just to discover the work of the painter follow in the footsteps of vincent van gogh from his
birthplace in zundert netherlands to his last days in auvers sur oise france and explore the hidden inspirations
behind the world renowned artist s most famous paintings in this beautiful art book and travelogue
illustrated with more than 250 black and white and full color images throughout in 1990 two
photographers and art enthusiasts danilo de marco and mario dondero set out to explore the details of
vincent van gogh s life retracing his journey across europe by foot and by train armed with the love and
knowledge of van gogh s work they traveled from the netherlands to england belgium and france to take in the
sights as van gogh might have seen them a century earlier they also turned to art historian gloria fossi to
better understand experience and contextualize van gogh s brilliant mind drawing insights from his personal
letters and other historical documents van gogh s well documented travels come alive in this gorgeous book
which brings together the landscapes architecture portraits and cultural references that inspired his art the
authors juxtapose vintage and contemporary photographs with van gogh s renditions demonstrating not only
the passage of time but van gogh s unique artistic vision brilliantly revealed brushstroke by brushstroke from
the netherlands where the artist was born to his last days in france no place he visited in his 37 years is left
unexplored and all have become timeless landmarks through his art in search of van gogh brings into focus the
places and objects that inspired and fueled van gogh s artistic genius and offers fresh insights into his prolific
work and process in searching for the artist s mind and soul the authors create a pointillistic portrait of a
human being whose life was remarkable and whose story must be shared for generations to come exploring the
extraordinary richness of van gogh s writings and depth of his thinking on creativity art and beauty vincent
van gogh s paintings are amongst the most iconic and admired in the world the trials of his life and health are
endlessly discussed but the extraordinary richness of his writings and depth of his thinking on creativity art
and beauty is less explored creative inspiration van gogh s writings have been edited and selected to create an
enlightening uplifting and helpful book for art lovers and creatives amateurs and professionals alike 150
carefully selected images illustrate these quotes focusing on the sketches and drawings that reveal the
rigour and ambition with which he approached his work the book is thematically divided from beginnings to
routine to beauty and his determination and charisma are shared through words and pictures a beautiful and
delightfully handy art book that is designed to inspire please note this is a fixed format ebook with colour
images and may not be well suited for older e readers the incarnation of the myth of a cursed artist vincent van
gogh 1853 1890 is a legend who became a reference for modern art an expressionist during the post
impressionist movement his art was misunderstood during his lifetime in holland he partook in the dutch realist
painting movement by studying peasant characters anxious and depressed vincent van gogh produced more than
2000 artworks yet sold only one in his lifetime a self made artist his work is known for its rough and
emotional beauty and is amongst the most popular in the art market today vincent s vision of the world is one
full of sunshine warmth and colour he says look how beautiful my world is i have no worries and to those
who have them i reveal the beauty of the most common things amazon throughout his life vincent van gogh
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1853 1890 wrote hundreds of letters many to his brother theo in vincent van gogh these letters have been
excerpted newly translated and set side by side with more than 250 of his drawings and paintings new york
times bestseller the definitive biography for decades to come leo jansen curator the van gogh museum and co
editor of vincent van gogh the complete letters steven naifeh and gregory white smith who galvanized readers
with their pulitzer prize winning biography of jackson pollock have written another tour de force an exquisitely
detailed compellingly readable portrait of vincent van gogh working with the full cooperation of the van gogh
museum in amsterdam naifeh and smith have accessed a wealth of previously untapped materials to bring a
crucial understanding to the larger than life mythology of this great artist his early struggles to find his
place in the world his intense relationship with his brother theo and his move to provence where he painted some
of the best loved works in western art the authors also shed new light on many unexplored aspects of van
gogh s inner world his erratic and tumultuous romantic life his bouts of depression and mental illness and the
cloudy circumstances surrounding his death at the age of thirty seven though countless books have been
written about van gogh no serious ambitious examination of his life has been attempted in more than seventy
years naifeh and smith have re created van gogh s life with an astounding vividness and psychological acuity
that bring a completely new and sympathetic understanding to this unique artistic genius named one of the best
books of the year by the new york times book review the washington post the wall street journal san
francisco chronicle npr the economist newsday bookreporter in their magisterial new biography van gogh the life
steven naifeh and gregory white smith provide a guided tour through the personal world and work of that
dutch painter shining a bright light on the evolution of his art what the authors capture so powerfully is van
gogh s extraordinary will to learn to persevere against the odds michiko kakutani the new york times brilliant
steven naifeh and gregory white smith are the big game hunters of modern art history van gogh rushes along on
a tide of research at once a model of scholarship and an emotive pacy chunk of hagiography martin herbert the
daily telegraph london the general outlines of vincent van gogh s life the early difficulties in holland and paris
the revelatory impact of the move to provence the attacks of madness and despair that led to his suicide are
almost as familiar as his paintings yet neither the paintings nor van gogh s story might have survived at all
had it not been for his sister in law the teacher translator and socialist jo van gogh bonger jo married the
painter s brother theo in 1889 and over the next two years lived through the deaths of both vincent and her
new husband left with an infant son she inherited little save a cache of several hundred paintings and an
enormous archive of letters advised to consign these materials to an attic she instead dedicated her life to
making them known over the next three decades she tirelessly promoted vincent s art organizing major exhibitions
and compiling and editing the correspondence the first edition of which included as a preface her account of van
gogh s life this short biography written from a vantage point of familial intimacy affords a revealing and at
times heartbreaking testimony to the painter s perilous life an introduction by the art critic and scholar martin
gayford provides an insightful discussion of the author s relationship with the van goghs while abundant
color illustrations throughout the book trace the development of the painter s signature style a carefully
selected edition of the letters of van gogh for this great artist it is unusually difficult to separate his life
from his work these letters reveal his inner turmoil and strength of character and provide an extraordinary
insight into the intensity and creativity of his artistic life a comprehensive look at van gogh s beautiful and
varied drawings revealing fascinating insights into the artist s process and vision the author explores how and
why the impoverished and mentally tormented van gogh came to be glorified shortly after his suicide at the age
of 37 apart from describing his life she also explores the economics of the art market in an appendix attention is
given to van gogh and art criticism in france 1888 1901 this book investigates a complex layer ofmysteries
and cluesconcealed in van gogh s paintings and biography new points of view on the painter s life are introduced
and a foundation is laid for the interpretation of the iconography withinhis work the book deduces from the
painter s biography a previously unexplored interpretation of the final argument with gauguin the critical role
played by rachel la jeune fille d arles working in rue des r�collets in the final years of the painter s life theo s
role in quelling the scandal of the december 23rd ear amputation and gauguin s ensuing arrest the author
underscores his thesis though a series of details in van gogh s works the painter s own letters and by re visiting
well known events in his life this juxtaposing of biographical facts with the psychological origins of the
works posits an exciting new thesis in a secret of van gogh his motif and motives that will be of great interest
to a wide audience of readers vincent van gogh irises this journal features the beautiful irises vincent started
painting within a week of entering the asylum when considering the work of art vincent s brother theo wrote it
strikes the eye from afar the irises are a beautiful study full of air and life ah to make of painting what the
music of berlioz and wagner has been before us a consolatory art for distressed hearts vincent van gogh this
engaging book is the first in depth investigation of the influential role that music and sound played throughout
vincent van gogh s 1853 1890 life from psalms and hymns to the operas of richard wagner to simple birdsong
music represented to van gogh the ultimate form of artistic expression and he believed that by emulating music
painting could articulate deep truths and impart a lasting emotional impact on its viewers in van gogh and
music natascha veldhorst provides close readings of the many allusions to music in the artist s prolific
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correspondence and examines the period s artistic theory to offer a rich picture of the status of music in late
19th century culture veldhorst shows the extent to which van gogh not only admired the ability of music to
inspire emotion but how he incorporated musical subject matter and techniques into his work with illustrations
of celebrated paintings such as sunflowers in a vase which he described as a symphony in blue and yellow an
expansive inquiry into the significance of sound and music for the artist including the formative influence of his
song filled upbringing van gogh and music is full of fascinating new insights into the work of one of history s
most venerated artists vincent van gogh was born in the netherlands and today is one of the world s best
loved painters but during his lifetime van gogh struggled to find fame and fortune through his art making very
little money from his paintings which now sell for millions of dollars this book tells the story of van gogh s
life through his own artworks and shows how he came to create some of the most famous paintings in the
world including the sunflowers and starry night learn about the importance of brotherly love his struggle to
find the right path and the lasting impact he had on the history of art in this book that brings his work to life
the compelling story of how vincent van gogh developed his audacious iconic style by immersing himself in the
work of others featuring hundreds of paintings by van gogh as well as the artists who inspired him from the
new york times bestselling co author of van gogh the life important inspires us to look at van gogh and his art
afresh dr chris stolwijk general director rkd netherlands institute for art history vincent van gogh s paintings
look utterly unique his vivid palette and boldly interpretive portraits are unmistakably his yet however
revolutionary his style may have been it was actually built on a strong foundation of paintings by other
artists both his contemporaries and those who came before him now drawing on van gogh s own thoughtful and
often profound comments about the painters he venerated steven naifeh gives a gripping account of the artist s
deep engagement with their work we see van gogh s gradual discovery of the subjects he would make famous
from wheat fields to sunflowers we watch him experimenting with the loose brushwork and bright colors used
by �douard manet studying the pointillist dots used by georges seurat and emulating the powerful depictions
of the peasant farmers painted by jean fran�ois millet all vividly illustrated in nearly three hundred full color
images of works by van gogh and a variety of other major artists including claude monet paul gauguin and henri
de toulouse lautrec positioned side by side thanks to the vast correspondence from van gogh to his beloved
brother theo naifeh a pulitzer prize winner is able to reconstruct van gogh s artistic world from within
observed in eloquent prose that is as compelling as it is authoritative van gogh and the artists he loved
enables us to share the artist s journey as he created his own daring influential and widely beloved body of
work beautiful artwork from 1888 by the famous impressionist painter vincent van gogh on a pretty journal
this impressionism floral art features oleander flowers in a vase on a table with yellow books on a nice green
notebook using material from the last two decades from art historians van gogh scholars and
psychoanalysts this biography sets the artist s life in its historical context and examines the political and
economic climate against which his ideas developed by the author of d h lawrence son and lover an innovative
interpretation of one of the world s greatest yet enigmatic artists beautifully illustrated in color and black
and white with over 200 photographs written from the heart and without restraint alive the new york times
vincent van gogh the great but tormented artist bared his tortured yet ecstatic soul in his letters to his
confidant and companion his beloved brother theo these letters reveal the man behind such masterpieces as the
starry night and the bedroom a desperate man whose quest for love became a flight into madness and for whom
every day was a fight for life irving stone acclaimed author of lust for life and other remarkable biographic
novels has collected vincent van gogh s fascinating letters to theo here we see the great artist as a human
being as well as a man with an appointment with destiny van gogh is a man struggling with doubts and fears
beset by poverty and mental illness but also a painter who dares to break all the rules of academic art to
create priceless masterpieces never honored during his lifetime he was part of the coterie of great artists of his
day while as the same time an intimate of aging streetwalkers these letters are outpourings of his soul that
paint a vibrant self portrait in words equal to the intensity and emotion his painting created this is the
personal story of a legend vincent van gogh self portrait with a straw hat journal a beautiful impressionist
art painting by famous artist van gogh on a lovely impressionism artwork notebook 100 blank lined book an
abridged edition of the complete six volume publication vincent van gogh the letters the complete illustrated
and annotated edition 2009 title page verso in addition to his many remarkable paintings and drawings vincent
van gogh 1853 1890 left behind a fascinating and voluminous body of correspondence this highly accessible
book includes a broad selection of 265 letters from a total of 820 in existence that focus on van gogh s
relentless quest to find his destiny a search that led him to become an artist the close bond with his brother
theo his fraught relationship with his father his innate yearning for recognition and his great love of art and
literature the correspondence not only offers detailed insights into van gogh s complex inner life but also re
creates the world in which he lived and the artistic avant garde that was taking hold in paris the letters are
accompanied by a general introduction historic family photographs and reproductions of 87 actual pages of
letters that contain sketches by van gogh selected from the critically acclaimed 6 volume set of letters
published by the van gogh museum in 2009 ever yours is the essential book on van gogh s letters which every
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art and literature lover needs to own a revealing and moving life of vincent van gogh his search for love and
devastating romantic losses thwarted passion romantic disappointment madness and the redemptive power of
genius a portrait of the artist that views vincent van gogh and his work boldly anew a historical romance
novel of love artistry and vincent van gogh s muse in 19th century france summer 1890 van gogh arrives at
auvers sur oise a bucolic french village that lures city artists to the country it is here that twenty year old
maurguerite gachet has grown up attending to her father and brother ever since her mother s death and it is here
that young vincent van gogh will spend his last summer under the care of doctor gachet homeopathic doctor
dilettante painter and collector in these last days of his life van gogh will create over 70 paintings two of
them portraits of marguerite gachet but little does he know that while capturing marguerite and her garden on
canvas he will also capture her heart both a love story and historical novel the last van gogh recreates the
final months of vincent s life and the tragic relationship between a young girl brimming with hope and an artist
teetering on despair individual artists a beautifully illustrated book which pairs van gogh s passionate
letters to family and friends with his paintings and newly popular drawings they exhibit the artist s genius and
depth of observation and feeling in its most naked form here they have been excerpted and re translated and set
side by side with his drawings and paintings from the same period 1875 1890 vincent van gogh painted this self
portrait in the autumn of 1886 while living in paris features of this journal are 6x9in 110 pages lined
standard b w on both sides front title and owner s contact details page cover soft matte this elegantly
simple journal which will make wonderful vincent van gogh gifts for women and men as well as children presents
a uniquely beautiful work of art from one of the master painters a distinctive vincent van gogh notebook that
aims to inspire in its owner greater and more imaginative writing to browse the wide selection of journals from
golding notebooks please refer to our amazon author page



The Little Book of Van Gogh 1993 this book contains 100 of the most beautiful and famous paintings by
vincent van gogh numerous letters quotes and sketches a short and entertaining biography a personal letter
to vincent vincent van gogh who was he really so much has been said about one of the greatest artists in
world history vincent van gogh in part quite different views regarding his person have been represented by
various historians who have even often completely contradicted each other but who was vincent really what
kind of person was he what kind of dreams and visions did he have what were his fears and his worries how did he
see the world he painted what kind of painting techniques did he prefer how did he relate to other painters and
styles what did he want to express through his paintings the answers to these questions are provided by his
letters which are considered a masterpiece of art literature quotes and the paintings he left us these are his
words and deeds which reflect his true nature and give us a glimpse into his inner life in this book 100 of his
most beautiful and famous paintings have been printed along with his numerous quotes letters and sketches
which should allow the reader to get to know vincent personally and form his own opinion about him and his
art a short and entertaining biography focusing on the investigation of the scandalous and controversial
incident in which vincent lost a part of his ear as well as on the investigation of the mysterious circumstances
of his death about which new findings have been made in each case is also included in the book about simon mayer
simon mayer is an author art and literature researcher and independent journalist he studied history and law his
goal is to make classical literature and art more attractive and bring them closer to people
Vincent van Gogh - 100 of his most famous and beautiful paintings along with numerous letters, quotes and
sketches 2023-09-18 a parallel look at hockney and van gogh s love of nature as expressed in their
landscape paintings
Hockney-Van Gogh 2019 through this little book that brings together the most beautiful works of vincent
van gogh join the incredible journey through his works and quotations ideal for a gift or just to discover the
work of the painter
The Magna Book of Van Gogh 1993 follow in the footsteps of vincent van gogh from his birthplace in zundert
netherlands to his last days in auvers sur oise france and explore the hidden inspirations behind the world
renowned artist s most famous paintings in this beautiful art book and travelogue illustrated with more than
250 black and white and full color images throughout in 1990 two photographers and art enthusiasts
danilo de marco and mario dondero set out to explore the details of vincent van gogh s life retracing his
journey across europe by foot and by train armed with the love and knowledge of van gogh s work they
traveled from the netherlands to england belgium and france to take in the sights as van gogh might have seen
them a century earlier they also turned to art historian gloria fossi to better understand experience and
contextualize van gogh s brilliant mind drawing insights from his personal letters and other historical
documents van gogh s well documented travels come alive in this gorgeous book which brings together the
landscapes architecture portraits and cultural references that inspired his art the authors juxtapose vintage
and contemporary photographs with van gogh s renditions demonstrating not only the passage of time but van
gogh s unique artistic vision brilliantly revealed brushstroke by brushstroke from the netherlands where the
artist was born to his last days in france no place he visited in his 37 years is left unexplored and all have
become timeless landmarks through his art in search of van gogh brings into focus the places and objects that
inspired and fueled van gogh s artistic genius and offers fresh insights into his prolific work and process in
searching for the artist s mind and soul the authors create a pointillistic portrait of a human being whose life
was remarkable and whose story must be shared for generations to come
Van Gogh the Most Beautiful Works 2017-09-29 exploring the extraordinary richness of van gogh s writings
and depth of his thinking on creativity art and beauty vincent van gogh s paintings are amongst the most iconic
and admired in the world the trials of his life and health are endlessly discussed but the extraordinary richness
of his writings and depth of his thinking on creativity art and beauty is less explored creative inspiration van
gogh s writings have been edited and selected to create an enlightening uplifting and helpful book for art lovers
and creatives amateurs and professionals alike 150 carefully selected images illustrate these quotes
focusing on the sketches and drawings that reveal the rigour and ambition with which he approached his work
the book is thematically divided from beginnings to routine to beauty and his determination and charisma are
shared through words and pictures a beautiful and delightfully handy art book that is designed to inspire
please note this is a fixed format ebook with colour images and may not be well suited for older e readers
Van Gogh 1965 the incarnation of the myth of a cursed artist vincent van gogh 1853 1890 is a legend who
became a reference for modern art an expressionist during the post impressionist movement his art was
misunderstood during his lifetime in holland he partook in the dutch realist painting movement by studying
peasant characters anxious and depressed vincent van gogh produced more than 2000 artworks yet sold only
one in his lifetime a self made artist his work is known for its rough and emotional beauty and is amongst the
most popular in the art market today
In Search of Van Gogh 2021-09-21 vincent s vision of the world is one full of sunshine warmth and colour he
says look how beautiful my world is i have no worries and to those who have them i reveal the beauty of the



most common things amazon
Van Gogh; a Self-portrait 1963 throughout his life vincent van gogh 1853 1890 wrote hundreds of letters
many to his brother theo in vincent van gogh these letters have been excerpted newly translated and set side by
side with more than 250 of his drawings and paintings
Creative Inspiration: Vincent Van Gogh 2017-05-25 new york times bestseller the definitive biography for
decades to come leo jansen curator the van gogh museum and co editor of vincent van gogh the complete
letters steven naifeh and gregory white smith who galvanized readers with their pulitzer prize winning biography
of jackson pollock have written another tour de force an exquisitely detailed compellingly readable portrait
of vincent van gogh working with the full cooperation of the van gogh museum in amsterdam naifeh and smith
have accessed a wealth of previously untapped materials to bring a crucial understanding to the larger than
life mythology of this great artist his early struggles to find his place in the world his intense relationship
with his brother theo and his move to provence where he painted some of the best loved works in western art the
authors also shed new light on many unexplored aspects of van gogh s inner world his erratic and tumultuous
romantic life his bouts of depression and mental illness and the cloudy circumstances surrounding his death at
the age of thirty seven though countless books have been written about van gogh no serious ambitious
examination of his life has been attempted in more than seventy years naifeh and smith have re created van gogh s
life with an astounding vividness and psychological acuity that bring a completely new and sympathetic
understanding to this unique artistic genius named one of the best books of the year by the new york times book
review the washington post the wall street journal san francisco chronicle npr the economist newsday
bookreporter in their magisterial new biography van gogh the life steven naifeh and gregory white smith provide
a guided tour through the personal world and work of that dutch painter shining a bright light on the
evolution of his art what the authors capture so powerfully is van gogh s extraordinary will to learn to
persevere against the odds michiko kakutani the new york times brilliant steven naifeh and gregory white smith
are the big game hunters of modern art history van gogh rushes along on a tide of research at once a model of
scholarship and an emotive pacy chunk of hagiography martin herbert the daily telegraph london
Vincent van Gogh 2014-02-14 the general outlines of vincent van gogh s life the early difficulties in holland
and paris the revelatory impact of the move to provence the attacks of madness and despair that led to his
suicide are almost as familiar as his paintings yet neither the paintings nor van gogh s story might have
survived at all had it not been for his sister in law the teacher translator and socialist jo van gogh bonger jo
married the painter s brother theo in 1889 and over the next two years lived through the deaths of both
vincent and her new husband left with an infant son she inherited little save a cache of several hundred
paintings and an enormous archive of letters advised to consign these materials to an attic she instead
dedicated her life to making them known over the next three decades she tirelessly promoted vincent s art
organizing major exhibitions and compiling and editing the correspondence the first edition of which included as a
preface her account of van gogh s life this short biography written from a vantage point of familial intimacy
affords a revealing and at times heartbreaking testimony to the painter s perilous life an introduction by the
art critic and scholar martin gayford provides an insightful discussion of the author s relationship with the
van goghs while abundant color illustrations throughout the book trace the development of the painter s
signature style
Vincent Van Gogh 1973 a carefully selected edition of the letters of van gogh for this great artist it is
unusually difficult to separate his life from his work these letters reveal his inner turmoil and strength of
character and provide an extraordinary insight into the intensity and creativity of his artistic life
Vincent Van Gogh 2006 a comprehensive look at van gogh s beautiful and varied drawings revealing
fascinating insights into the artist s process and vision
Van Gogh 2011-10-18 the author explores how and why the impoverished and mentally tormented van gogh
came to be glorified shortly after his suicide at the age of 37 apart from describing his life she also explores
the economics of the art market in an appendix attention is given to van gogh and art criticism in france 1888
1901
A Memoir of Vincent van Gogh 2018-04-03 this book investigates a complex layer ofmysteries and
cluesconcealed in van gogh s paintings and biography new points of view on the painter s life are introduced and
a foundation is laid for the interpretation of the iconography withinhis work the book deduces from the painter
s biography a previously unexplored interpretation of the final argument with gauguin the critical role played
by rachel la jeune fille d arles working in rue des r�collets in the final years of the painter s life theo s role in
quelling the scandal of the december 23rd ear amputation and gauguin s ensuing arrest the author underscores
his thesis though a series of details in van gogh s works the painter s own letters and by re visiting well known
events in his life this juxtaposing of biographical facts with the psychological origins of the works posits an
exciting new thesis in a secret of van gogh his motif and motives that will be of great interest to a wide
audience of readers
The Letters of Vincent Van Gogh 2011-08-18 vincent van gogh irises this journal features the beautiful irises



vincent started painting within a week of entering the asylum when considering the work of art vincent s
brother theo wrote it strikes the eye from afar the irises are a beautiful study full of air and life
Vincent Van Gogh 2005 ah to make of painting what the music of berlioz and wagner has been before us a
consolatory art for distressed hearts vincent van gogh this engaging book is the first in depth investigation of
the influential role that music and sound played throughout vincent van gogh s 1853 1890 life from psalms
and hymns to the operas of richard wagner to simple birdsong music represented to van gogh the ultimate form
of artistic expression and he believed that by emulating music painting could articulate deep truths and impart
a lasting emotional impact on its viewers in van gogh and music natascha veldhorst provides close readings of
the many allusions to music in the artist s prolific correspondence and examines the period s artistic theory to
offer a rich picture of the status of music in late 19th century culture veldhorst shows the extent to which
van gogh not only admired the ability of music to inspire emotion but how he incorporated musical subject
matter and techniques into his work with illustrations of celebrated paintings such as sunflowers in a vase
which he described as a symphony in blue and yellow an expansive inquiry into the significance of sound and music
for the artist including the formative influence of his song filled upbringing van gogh and music is full of
fascinating new insights into the work of one of history s most venerated artists
The Glory of Van Gogh 1997-11-16 vincent van gogh was born in the netherlands and today is one of the
world s best loved painters but during his lifetime van gogh struggled to find fame and fortune through his art
making very little money from his paintings which now sell for millions of dollars this book tells the story of
van gogh s life through his own artworks and shows how he came to create some of the most famous paintings
in the world including the sunflowers and starry night learn about the importance of brotherly love his
struggle to find the right path and the lasting impact he had on the history of art in this book that brings his
work to life
A secret van Gogh. His Motif and Motives 2011-03-08 the compelling story of how vincent van gogh
developed his audacious iconic style by immersing himself in the work of others featuring hundreds of paintings by
van gogh as well as the artists who inspired him from the new york times bestselling co author of van gogh the
life important inspires us to look at van gogh and his art afresh dr chris stolwijk general director rkd
netherlands institute for art history vincent van gogh s paintings look utterly unique his vivid palette and
boldly interpretive portraits are unmistakably his yet however revolutionary his style may have been it was
actually built on a strong foundation of paintings by other artists both his contemporaries and those who
came before him now drawing on van gogh s own thoughtful and often profound comments about the painters he
venerated steven naifeh gives a gripping account of the artist s deep engagement with their work we see van gogh
s gradual discovery of the subjects he would make famous from wheat fields to sunflowers we watch him
experimenting with the loose brushwork and bright colors used by �douard manet studying the pointillist dots
used by georges seurat and emulating the powerful depictions of the peasant farmers painted by jean fran�ois
millet all vividly illustrated in nearly three hundred full color images of works by van gogh and a variety of
other major artists including claude monet paul gauguin and henri de toulouse lautrec positioned side by side
thanks to the vast correspondence from van gogh to his beloved brother theo naifeh a pulitzer prize winner is
able to reconstruct van gogh s artistic world from within observed in eloquent prose that is as compelling as
it is authoritative van gogh and the artists he loved enables us to share the artist s journey as he created his
own daring influential and widely beloved body of work
Vincent Van Gogh 1980 beautiful artwork from 1888 by the famous impressionist painter vincent van gogh on
a pretty journal this impressionism floral art features oleander flowers in a vase on a table with yellow
books on a nice green notebook
Vincent Van Gogh 2019-10 using material from the last two decades from art historians van gogh scholars
and psychoanalysts this biography sets the artist s life in its historical context and examines the political
and economic climate against which his ideas developed by the author of d h lawrence son and lover
A Beautiful Day with Edvard Munch and Vincent Van Gogh 2015-04-10 an innovative interpretation of one of
the world s greatest yet enigmatic artists beautifully illustrated in color and black and white with over 200
photographs
Van Gogh and Music 2018-01-01 written from the heart and without restraint alive the new york times
vincent van gogh the great but tormented artist bared his tortured yet ecstatic soul in his letters to his
confidant and companion his beloved brother theo these letters reveal the man behind such masterpieces as the
starry night and the bedroom a desperate man whose quest for love became a flight into madness and for whom
every day was a fight for life irving stone acclaimed author of lust for life and other remarkable biographic
novels has collected vincent van gogh s fascinating letters to theo here we see the great artist as a human
being as well as a man with an appointment with destiny van gogh is a man struggling with doubts and fears
beset by poverty and mental illness but also a painter who dares to break all the rules of academic art to
create priceless masterpieces never honored during his lifetime he was part of the coterie of great artists of his
day while as the same time an intimate of aging streetwalkers these letters are outpourings of his soul that



paint a vibrant self portrait in words equal to the intensity and emotion his painting created this is the
personal story of a legend
Portrait of an Artist: Vincent van Gogh 2019-09-03 vincent van gogh self portrait with a straw hat
journal a beautiful impressionist art painting by famous artist van gogh on a lovely impressionism artwork
notebook 100 blank lined book
Van Gogh and the Artists He Loved 2021-11-02 an abridged edition of the complete six volume publication
vincent van gogh the letters the complete illustrated and annotated edition 2009 title page verso
Vincent Van Gogh - His Life Story (English Edition) 2023-07-14 in addition to his many remarkable paintings
and drawings vincent van gogh 1853 1890 left behind a fascinating and voluminous body of correspondence
this highly accessible book includes a broad selection of 265 letters from a total of 820 in existence that
focus on van gogh s relentless quest to find his destiny a search that led him to become an artist the close
bond with his brother theo his fraught relationship with his father his innate yearning for recognition and his
great love of art and literature the correspondence not only offers detailed insights into van gogh s complex
inner life but also re creates the world in which he lived and the artistic avant garde that was taking hold in
paris the letters are accompanied by a general introduction historic family photographs and reproductions of
87 actual pages of letters that contain sketches by van gogh selected from the critically acclaimed 6 volume
set of letters published by the van gogh museum in 2009 ever yours is the essential book on van gogh s letters
which every art and literature lover needs to own
Vincent Van Gogh Oleanders Journal 2019-09-26 a revealing and moving life of vincent van gogh his search
for love and devastating romantic losses thwarted passion romantic disappointment madness and the
redemptive power of genius a portrait of the artist that views vincent van gogh and his work boldly anew
Van Gogh 1990 a historical romance novel of love artistry and vincent van gogh s muse in 19th century
france summer 1890 van gogh arrives at auvers sur oise a bucolic french village that lures city artists to
the country it is here that twenty year old maurguerite gachet has grown up attending to her father and
brother ever since her mother s death and it is here that young vincent van gogh will spend his last summer under
the care of doctor gachet homeopathic doctor dilettante painter and collector in these last days of his life
van gogh will create over 70 paintings two of them portraits of marguerite gachet but little does he know
that while capturing marguerite and her garden on canvas he will also capture her heart both a love story
and historical novel the last van gogh recreates the final months of vincent s life and the tragic relationship
between a young girl brimming with hope and an artist teetering on despair
Vincent Van Gogh 1990 individual artists a beautifully illustrated book which pairs van gogh s passionate
letters to family and friends with his paintings and newly popular drawings they exhibit the artist s genius and
depth of observation and feeling in its most naked form here they have been excerpted and re translated and set
side by side with his drawings and paintings from the same period 1875 1890
Vincent Van Gogh 1950 vincent van gogh painted this self portrait in the autumn of 1886 while living in paris
features of this journal are 6x9in 110 pages lined standard b w on both sides front title and owner s contact
details page cover soft matte this elegantly simple journal which will make wonderful vincent van gogh gifts
for women and men as well as children presents a uniquely beautiful work of art from one of the master
painters a distinctive vincent van gogh notebook that aims to inspire in its owner greater and more imaginative
writing to browse the wide selection of journals from golding notebooks please refer to our amazon author
page
Van Gogh, a Documentary Biography 1982
Dear Theo 1995-09-01
Vincent Van Gogh Self Portrait with Straw Hat Journal 2019-09-26
Ever Yours 2013-12-01
Ever Yours 2014-12-02
Van Gogh's Women 2015-06-04
Vincent Van Gogh 1962
The Last Van Gogh 2006-10-03
Van Gogh's Letters 2010-09-01
Self-Portrait by Vincent Van Gogh Journal 2019-04-15
Vincent Van Gogh 1959
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